TRS-USA NEWS, May 24, 2016
Greetings TRS-USA associates, fans, and clients.
_________________________________________________________________________

TRS RIDERS WIN AT THE AMA-NATC SEASON OPENER

NATC-AMA USA National Championship round 1, Florida, May 21st 2016
SATURDAY - ROUND 1
TRS-USA ~ HEBO-USA TEAM rider & brand representative, Jesse Wellenstein, won the
Expert Sportsman class with a score of 31 points (12 points in front of his nearest rival)
Having just received his TRS One in April, Jesse was able to get in some practice time, but this
was his first actual competition aboard the 300cc TRS One!
Jesse took the lead on the first loop and scored the lowest loop scores in his class throughout the
trial. On the second and third loop, he was the only rider to break into single digit loop scores
with a pair of 9 point rides.

TRS-USA Dealer and TEAM Rider, Stuart Preston (Jack's Cycles) has won the SR50 class
with a score of 42 points. (14 points in front of his nearest rival)
Stuart took the lead on the first loop and scored the lowest loop scores in his class throughout the
trial. In addition, Stewart had the second lowest overall score for the day in the 'support classes'.
_____________________________________________________
NATC-AMA USA National Championship round 2, Florida, May 21st 2016
SUNDAY - ROUND 2
TRS-USA ~ HEBO-USA TEAM rider & brand representative, Jesse Wellenstein, again won
the Expert Sportsman class with a score of 29 points
(9 points in front of his nearest rival)
Repeating on Sunday, his domination of the Expert Sportsman class, Jesse's first loop score of
only 12 points sealed the victory. Taking a 9 point lead at the end of the first loop, Jesse held off
his challenger who matched Jesse's second and third loop scores of 7 and 10 points respectively.

This photo shows TRS-USA dealer Stuart Preston (Jack’s Cycles) with the proud
owner of a new 300cc TRS One

_____________________________________________________________________________
This week, Mr. Jordi Tarrés shared an image from the TRS factory. Step by step,
they are increasing production capacity. - Featured in this image from May 23nd
2016, are bikes that are prepared for Japan and the USA.

Information about the specific models and when they will be available:
The factory is building 280cc in this month of May and the 250cc models are
scheduled for production in June. Our first 280cc model is in transit to us now, for
delivery to the customer.
About delivery dates for those who are already waiting for a new TRS
motorcycle:
Our USA dealers continue to place orders with us for machines that are ‘presold’ to their USA customers. To be absolutely fair to everyone, it is our policy to
deliver machines in the same order as these orders were placed by our USA
dealers. Therefore, these first new TRS machines arriving in the USA are being
delivered to those dealers in that exact order, for delivery to those customers
who were first in line.
With our commitment to good service, we will continue to ship these first
allocations of pre-sold bikes to the USA by air-freight. (Even though air-freight is
very expensive, we have elected to do this to save time as ocean freight
typically takes more than one month)Once we begin to catch-up on the presold machines, more will arrive via ocean freight. Common sense and many
years of experience tells us that there may be some time before the new TRS
machines are readily available ‘on-demand’ and ‘in-stock’ in dealerships here
and abroad.
However, for your convenience, all of our USA dealers do have “demo-units” onhand now for their customers to test-ride, and we are doing everything we can
to obtain as many motorcycles as the factory will allocate to us. We much
appreciate your kind understanding as the new factory begins to increase
production capacity and deliver motorcycles to those distributors, dealers, and
buyers around the World who are patiently waiting.
For your convenience;
Prices, high-resolution photos, and specifications are on our TRS-USA website
at this link: http://www.trsmotosusa.com/2016.html
If you are interested in pre-ordering a new TRS machine, you may choose to
speak to one of our USA dealers and make arrangements with them to place a
machine on order for you.
The TRS-USA dealer list is on our website at this link:
http://www.trsmotosusa.com/dealers.html

Our TRS-USA Facebook page is located at this link:
https://www.facebook.com/trsmotosusa/

We will continue to update our website and Facebook pages in real-time.
Best regards in sport, Jim Snell, CEO, TRS-USA operations.

